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Abstrac:  Harvesting of oil seed rape and avoiding of big grain losses require specific adjustments of the machine. The basic level of 
grain machine losses comes from the entrance device (header) added the losses from the following up devices in accordance of the applying 
technological scheme. The mean feature for each device is its exponential character, which means, that they are very sensitive to the 
parameter changes, from which they depends on. By suitable prescription of the technological adjustments and adequate selection of the 
machine type those losses can be reduced below the agritechnical requirements.     
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Резюме: Прибирането на рапицата със зърнокомбайн изисква коректни регулировки на машината, за да не се допускат 

големи загуби на зърно. Основното ниво на загубите на зърно от зърнокомбайна се задава от хедера, към което се добавят и 
загубите от следващите устройства от технологичната схема на машината. Характерно за загубите във всяко от 
устройствата е техния експоненциален характер, което показва, че те са силно чувствителни към промените на параметрите, 
от които зависят.  Посредством подходящо зададени технологични регулировки и правилен подбор на типа на машината, тези 
загуби ще остават под агротехническите изисквания. 
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Introduction 
Oil seed rape is a plant, world wide cultivated. The big 

European market demand, relatively favorable soil and climatic 
conditions and availability of modern agricultural equipment 
determinate the oil seed rape as necessary in Bulgarian grain 
production. 

One of the basic aspects for realization of the oil seed rape 
potential is to use such kind of agricultural machines ensurering 
precise implementation of the single operations throughout the 
vegetation process.  

If the biological yield depends on the machines carrying out the 
initial activities – from the soil tillage to the end of the vegetation 
process, then the actual yield depends from the harvesting 
machines. As per some authors (Vasilev et al.,1980) the difference 
between the biological and actual (harvested) yield reach up to 
30÷40%. 

Therefore, the value of the grain losses during the harvesting 
process can exceed vastly the cultivation expenses. 

Thus impose the permissible grail losses value as basic criterion 
described the quality of the harvested grain plants. 

Achievement of high oil seed rape harvesting quality  is 
difficult attainable task, due not only from the high sensibility of 
this plant to the harvesting conditions but also from the mechanical 
force applied by the harvesting machine working tools. 

Precondition for successful solving of this task is to have good 
knowledge of the processes flow throughout the harvesting machine 
and their correct adapt in accordance of the particular conditions 
into which the oil seed rape is harvest.  

This thesis is confirmed by the studies, in which is mentioned 
that the most important are those losses, allowed by the harvesting 
machine. (Vasilev et al.,1980). 

 
Models development 
Grain loses in the harvesting machine are observed and 

allowed at every stage of the technological process flow into the 
machine (fig.1). 

 

 
Fig.1. Technological scheme and grain losses variation into the 
harvester units: 
1-harvesting; 2-threshing; 3-separation; 4-cleaning; iε -grain 

losses in exactly unit; iy -quantity of prepared grain in the 

exactly unit; E -summary of the grain losses; U -incoming 
grain yield in combine harvester 

 

They are result of the processes, carrying out into their basic 
devices – reaper, threshing-partitioning and the grain cleaning 
devices. 

The place of each device corresponded to the technological 
process sequence.  

Hence, this part of the total grain losses, due to the devices 
work could be generally presented by the expression: 

421431 . εεεεεε ++=++= kE  ,            (1) 

where E  are the total grain losses , % ;  

1ε  - losses from the reaper (header), % ; 

2ε   - losses from the thresh out device, % ; 

3ε  - losses from the straw separator, % ; 

4ε -losses from the grain clear off device, % ; 

k  - coefficient giving the functional dependence between 

losses 2ε  and 3ε . 
In case that is necessary to track out the relationships 

between the losses in the different devices and their generalize 
influence on the get total losses, then this record is not suitable to 
use.  
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Familiar with those relationships give opportunity for 
accomplishment entire adjustment of the harvesting machine, 
adequate to the harvesting conditions. 

Well made adjustments in the harvester increased its 
efficiency, which is the basic aim of every machine.  

It is well known that as much as the machine efficiency is 
high, as much as it is more effective, i.e. the allowed losses are at 
minimum level.  

In our case, to settle more precisely the relationships between 
losses 1ε , 2ε , 3ε  и 4ε  will use the process coefficient of 

efficiency( iη ), flow in given harvester device. The total 
coefficient of efficiency of the technological process will have 
the following description: 

зсвах ηηηηη ...=                           (2) 

where хη  is the coefficient of efficiency described  
             harvesting process; 

ваη  - coefficient of efficiency described threshing  
out process; 

сη  - coefficient of efficiency described separation 
         process; 

зη  - coefficient of efficiency described clearing 
        process. 

The following records can be made for every term from 
equation (2) as follow:  
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From equation (4), the threshing out device losses 2ε can be 

presented as difference between the flux 1y  and 2y , and the 
expression will have the mode: 
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In case of very little losses (below the permissible 
agricultural requirements) into the threshing-separate device, can 
be accepted that the sum of the fluxes 2y  an 3y will be 

approximately equal to the flux 1y . Then the equation (6) can be 
recorded in the mode 
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To achieve more effective harvester’s work is necessary to 
know the influence of the factors exert influence on the level of 
losses at every stage of the technological process.  

The basic operation during the harvesting process is cutting 
of the plant steam and the secondary operation is steam 
supporting and inclining. 

To keep normal running of the cutting process the absolutely 
blade speed must ensure clear and full steam cutting.  

This requirement is practicable in the cases when the 
necessary cutting force ( sR ) is smaller from the steam strength 

against blending ( P ) and its inertia force ( jP ), i.e. 

NPPR js ,+<                         (9) 

Many factors having different character influence on the 
implementation of the inequality (9). The basic from them is the 
cutting height.  

Every force can be presented by well known dependences  
(Bosoy,1976; Baruah et al., 2005; Srivastava еt al., 1993): 
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where  J  is the axial inertia moment on the steam  

              cross-section, 4mm ; 

[ ]огσ -admissible tension of the steam fiber  

blending, 2/ mmN ; 

Е  - model of the steam fiber elasticity, 2/ mmN ; 
r  - steam radius, mm  

ph  - cutting height, mm ; 

f  - steam turn aside,  
m   - adduced plant mass in the cutting point, 
a  - middle steam acceleration,  

нV  - blade speed, sm / ; 

t∆  - the time for blade hit on the steam, s . 
 

For the hitting time t∆  the force P  grows proportionally to 
the steam turn aside f  (fig.2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The maximum distance of the steam’s turn aside on the given 

cutting height will correspond on the position in which 
PRs = . 

Then from (9) follow up, that only the force jP , applied on 

the gravity cutting steam center (p “a”) remain to operate. 

Fig. 2. Scheme of plant cutting 
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If it is accepted that point “a” moves also to the distance, 
then the steam turn aside accomplished work will be presented 
by the expression: 

fPA jj .=                              (13) 

To avoid grain shelling from the plant is necessary the 
accomplished work jA  to be smaller than the work necessary to 

separate the grain from the plant ( minA ). 

The borderline for force change minA for the different pants 
groups in accordance of the threshing out difficulties are 
presented in some sources (Georgiev et al., 1968) 

The dependence for determination of the cutting height can 
be lead away from expressions (10), (11) and (13) in which will 
be fulfill  minAAj < : 
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As per some authors (Vasilev et al.,1980) the grain losses 
character changes cause by the cutting device (header) has the 
appearance as per fig. 3, where  a is the total quantity of grain 

holding in one plant, minA is the work having to do for grain 

separation from the plant, maxA is the maximum work for the 
steam turn aside in which the grain will be fully separated from 
the plant, 1ε  and 2ε are grain losses at work values jA  

respectively 1jA  и 2jA . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By several reasons the cutting height do not stay constant 

during the harvesting and by this way the work jA  changed. 

Therefore on it’s change 12 jjj AAA −=∆ the grain losses 

change will be: 

12 εεε −=∆                           (15) 
The probability of grain separation from the plant during the 

work change jA  can be expressed by the equality: 

( )
jAa

A
∆
∆

=
.
εµ                        (16) 

where ( )Aµ  is the coefficient of losses; 

           
a
ε∆

 - the probability of the grain separation 

                   when the work changes  jA∆ . 

In case that the work maxAAi = , then the grain losses 

( iε ), obtained at those work values will be equalized with the 

grain quantity in the plant ( a ), i.е. - ai =ε . 

After transition from ε∆ and jA∆ to εd and jdA  new 

fluxional equation is obtained for the dependence, presented in 
fig. 3 
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After integration of eq.(17) in interval minA  up to maxA we  
receive 
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After considering of the boundary conditions the equation 

(18) reach the mode: 
( )jA

i eb ϕε .=  ,                     (19) 

Where b  is the coefficient, counting the boundary 
conditions in expression (18) 

Replacing the expression (14) into expression (19) new 
equation for  grain losses  is obtained in accordance of the steam 
height cutting: 

2.. phc
i eb=ε  ,                      (20) 
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The relation between grain losses and steam height of cutting 
has exponential character and is confirmed by the experimental 
studies and other authors (Vasilev et al.,1980). 

During the experimental process carrying out, the grain 
losses will depend basically on the propeller absolute speed and 
from the distance, covered by the plant steam during its inclining 
by the propellers.  

Obligatory inclining is obtained when the propeller’s 
coefficient of kinematic regime is bigger than unity, 

1.
>=

мV
Rωλ                              (21) 

In this case the proportion between the relative and shift 
propeller speeds and steam inclining begin at p. А and finished 
on p. С  (fig.4). 

The absolute propeller speed in those two pints from the 
throchoide (longed cycloid) working section has the biggest 
value and is presented by the expression: 

12 −= λмa VV                        (22) 
To avoid grain shelling when the propeller goes into the 

sown field is necessary the performed from it work ( aA ) do not 

exceed the necessary work for the grain shelling ( minA ): 

][min VVAA aa ≤⇒≤ ,            (23) 

where ][V  is the permissible absolutely propeller’s 
    velocity. 

From expressions (22) and (23) follow that the 
λ coefficient, must respond to the inequality: 

Fig3. Example of variation of grain losses in cuter bar 
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Analogy to the approach applied in grain losses 
determination from the cutting device, the losses from the reel 
can also be presents with the expression (19). In this case the 
function ( )iAϕ  will have the appearance:  

( ) 222

2
..

2 ммi VmVmA −= λϕ        (25) 

By the expressions (19) and (25) the general record of the 
equation described grain losses from the reel will have the 
appearance: 

2.. λε f
i ed=                              (26) 

The reel the losses also have exponential character and 
increase with λ  increases. 

If the distance b  (fig.4) respond to the equality (27), then all 
steams inclined by the propeller will be cut down by the cutting 
device: 

12 −= λ
λ
Rb                         (27) 

Bearing the grain losses, expression (27) show that the 
distance b  also must decrease, i.e. the top of the cutting device 
must be allocated narrow to the point described the propeller 
entering into the stand area (т. А ). 

Grain losses into the threshing-separation device have also 
exponential character and are presented in well known (Mitkov 
and Bratoev, 2005) literature dependence: 

x
i ea .. µε −=                          (28) 

where  a  is the quantity of the grain entering into the 
                separation device entrance; 

 µ  – separation coefficient; 
 x  - the way covered by the grain on the 
      separation length. . 
 

Conclusions and References 
• Analysis of expressions (2), (3), (4), (7) and (8) show 

that the grain losses, how small they are, are observed 
in every stage of the technological process, and those 
losses allowed by the propeller (header) give the 
minimum level of the total losses. At the same time 
having not changed grain flow coming into the 

harvester ( constU = ),the losses 1ε  reflected by 

the flow 1y ,  exert influence on the next devices 
efficiency.  

• To reduce losses during the oil seed rape harvesting is 
recommended the harvesting to be done in small 
cutting height, lower values of the coefficient described 
the propeller’s kinematic regime and move out the 
cutting device in relation to propellers axis. Selection 
of those parameters at the same time shouldn’t make 
the normal work of the following up harvester devices 
difficult.  

• When the crop reach full ripeness, then the plants 
interweaving is specific feature, and to reduce grain 
losses from self shelling impose using active devisor in 
the reel.  

• It is recommended when the harvester is selected, to 
paid attention not only on its productiveness, but also 
on the threshing-separation device as well. The way 
which the treated mass (mass flow) has to cover as 
distance throughout the threshing-separation devices 
into the harvesters, having rotor and combined type,  is 
longer, and this is precondition for lower losses in 
comparison with conventional type threshing-
separation devices.   
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Fig. 4. Reel and cuter bar together work 
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